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T Galleria by DFS opens at The Londoner
Macau resort

DFS' eighth and latest store in Macau SAR will bring together the best of DFS across beauty, fashion,
watches and sunglasses, as well as a dedicated offering of kids' fashion and toys

DFS Group has announced the opening of its latest T Galleria by DFS store in Macau on November 1.
Located within The Londoner Macao, a must-see British-inspired integrated resort at the heart of Cotai
Strip, DFS’ eighth and latest store in Macau SAR will bring together the best of DFS across beauty,
fashion watches and sunglasses, as well as a dedicated offering of Kids’ Fashion and Toys.

The store will also feature unique London-themed accents throughout, offering customers in Macau a
fresh and inspiring new retail experience at the rebranded and expanded Shoppes at Londoner.

Featuring more than 120 of the world’s leading, as well as emerging brands including 50+ beauty
brands, 36 watches and sunglasses brands, and 40+ kids’ fashion and toys brands across more than
22,000 square feet, guests can shop all their favorite British beauty brands including Burberry, Creed,
Jo Malone London, Miller Harris and Penhaligon’s. At opening, 13 brands across beauty and kids’
fashion and toys will be exclusively available at T Galleria by DFS at The Londoner within DFS’ entire
Macau store network.

The meticulously designed London-themed store will also showcase DFS’ first-ever cross-category
kids’ area, rendering this newest DFS store a premier shopping destination for families. Spanning
more than 2,000 square feet and showcasing a playful interior reflective of the famous London “tube”
transport system, the kids’ shopping mecca features favorites such as Bunnies By the Bay, Sharper
Image and Evereden.
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Spanning more than 2,000 square feet, the retail space will feature a playful interior reflective of the
famous London “tube” transport system

"We are thrilled to further cement our reputation as Macau’s leading luxury travel retailer, proudly
serving discerning customers here for more than 14 years. We look forward to welcoming customers
to our newest store in this exciting retailtainment destination, to experience everything that
differentiates the DFS shopping journey – luxury, innovation and inspiration, alongside unforgettable
service – with a British twist," says Johan Pretorius, Managing Director Macau, DFS Group.

In celebration of the opening, from November 1 to 7, guests who visit T Galleria by DFS at The
Londoner can redeem exclusive door gifts (terms and conditions apply). A digital lucky draw along
with other special opening workshops and performances will also be announced following the
opening.


